
APPROPRIATION
Appropriation in art is the use of pre-existing 

objects or images with little or no transformation 
applied to them. In the visual arts, to appropriate 

means to properly adopt, borrow, recycle or sample 
aspects

CONTEMPARY 
ART



RICHARD PRINCE



Richard Prince
“New Portraits” series from last year. stealing Instagram posts belonging to several young women and sell-
ing them for vast sums of money was far from the beginning of his scandalous history. The man has built his 
entire career on appropriating others’ work, earning the New York resident a plethora of negative reviews and 
copyright lawsuits left, right and center.

His older work worked with images and then working ontop of them to make a new image.



MIKE BIDLO



MIKE BIDLO makes his versions of many different artists including andy Warhol, Picasso, Fernand Léger 
and many more. Lots of his series say NOT before the name of the artist, to show the artist he is using to 
influence his work.



DOUGLAS GORDON 



Douglas Gordon uses images and then burns and defaces the 
photos to give them a  new look and feel. The burnt faces give a 
decaying and zombie like look to some iconic figures.



DICK FRIZZLE



Dick Frizzell, is a New Zealand artist based in Hawke's Bay. Frizzell's work is best described as pop in its 
appropriation of kitsch kiwiana icons and incorporation of them into his often cartoon-like paintings and 
lithographs.



MY WORK

I began looking at Appropriation as my chosen field of interest and started using images I found and making 
them my own. As I furthered my work I began to change my views and way of viewing my work. I now am 
working more in Identity and Queer art because my work plays with sexuality and how others view individu-
als. 
I work with a mix of digital work and painting, I like to work on top of images because of the theme that I 
have chosen. It also allows me to have a base to work on.
My work is progressing and I want to work with ideas of identity being valued and celebrated. I have had 
multiple influences from artists and also other visual media. Also showing that the LGBTQA individuals can 
relate to my work and be shown as individuals and valued. I have started working with gold and love the idea 
of working further with this material and the visual reference it gives to the things its applied on.



I played with changing facial features like the eyes as they are a key feature of the face. However what I did 
wasnt that successful as it didnt give the right result I wanted.



I began by trying techniques from different artists. The first was Douglas Gordon and I used images that I 
found in magazines and then burnt out the images face and other body parts. I then found other ways to try 
and change images I had. To appropiate the images and make them my own. 



I then began to draw makeup on found images adding over the top eyelashes, eyebrows, blush and lipstick. It 
was when I started doing this that I began to question what direction I wanted my work to go in. My work is 
now leaning towards identity and queer art compared to appropiation.



I then moved from images of unknown people from magazines to changing myself and puting makeup on 
myself. Adding extreme colours and bending my identity.



Influenced by some visual reasearch, replacing the face of someone can de-humanise the individual. I have 
cut out the face and replaced it with written words that can be offencive towards homosexuals. Showing that 
some people only see the labels of people.



Like the cut out images I used paint to erase the face of myslef and others and then like graffiti, add words 
with arrows to mock and de-humanise the individual.







Doing these works dealig with identity and sexuality I felt a strong conection and influenced by a LGBTQA 
video called ‘Golden’. It deals with how people are viewed and what is seen and experienced by LGBTQA
people. It also looks through the eyes of the individual and how they see others. Watchimg this video made 
me want to use gold and the stronger influence of Queer art.



Golden
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKmr7QYtGFk



Visual INFLUENCES


